
 



Robot and Mistakes 

By Hunter G. 

There once lived a robot that gave up right 

away when he failed. He thought that if he ate 

more pizza or tacos than anyone, then he would 

be the smartest thing alive. But he didn’t know 

that eating pizza and tacos makes him dumber.  

He forgot that this week was test week. The 

first test on Monday was art. 

The art teacher said, “Today we are going to 

paint a soccer picture.” 

 Robot struggled to hold the paint brush and 

kept dropping it.   

“They need to make paint brushes you can 

pick up!” shouted robot. “Can someone please 

put the paint brush in my hand?” 

When someone put the paint brush in his 

hand, he took a clear shot to the trash can and it 



was a success. After that he shut down. His 

grade was a 0 out of 100. 

It was Tuesday in school and it was time for 

gym.  

The gym teacher said, “Today we’re going to 

play lots of dodge ball.” 

Each student grabbed one ball and went to 

their team.  

“1, 2, 3 get throwing!” screamed the gym 

teacher. 

Robot was too slow and was the second 

student out. 

“Why did I even try this horrible game?” 

Robot shouted. 

The gym teacher would have given robot a 

ten, but the yelling made that a 0. Robot could 

not run fast, so the gym teacher [that is a slug] 



thought he wasn’t trying, so he got a 0 out of 

100.  

It was Wednesday, time for music. Robot 

was happy for once because he downloaded the 

right voice since he can do that. He got a 1000 

out of 100 because of how good his singing is. 

He was happy and didn’t shut down. 

It was Thursday time for science lab.  

The science teacher told the class, “Today 

we are going to make potions.” 

Robot said, “Oh come on, I hate making 

potions and science.” 

 He tried making a skilled potion, but it 

didn’t go well. He tried to hold the potion and 

add the correct amount. But he dropped the red 

wartroot potion on his neighbor.  

His neighbor yelled, “Why did you get me all 

red and make me grow these horrible warts? I’ll 

get you for this.”  



His neighbor made pink bunny ears and 

taped them to robot’s head. Everyone laughed.  

“You’re so stupid!” hollered robot as he 

stormed out of the classroom. 

“How do you think I feel?” said his neighbor.  

That’s how robot got a 0 out of 100. 

It was Friday it was time for his computer 

test. The students had a test on typing with 

home row. He got a 50 out of 100. Robot was 

about to erupt when Turtle came over. 

Turtle said, “Wow you got a fifty. I only got a 

20. But everyone makes mistake and they learn 

from those.”   

Robot thought about that for hours, in fact a 

few days. 

Robot finally asked, “Does tacos and pizza 

help by any chance?”  

Turtle said, “No but for sure mistakes do.” 



Robot went home and did not stop thinking 

until he made a deal with himself. The deal he 

made with himself was that he would not stop 

until it was the best he could do. From now on 

robot never would never stop until it was his 

best job.  

                      The End 

 


